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Several studies have shown that dendritic morphology
and spatial distributions of active ion channels contribute
significantly to neuronal firing dynamics and signal
processing, however the relative importance and interac-
tions between these mechanisms are not well understood.
Within computational models these intrinsic properties
are represented by parameters with different units and
magnitudes that interact nonlinearly to simulate experi-
mentally observed behaviors. Mathematical sensitivity
analysis provides a tool to assess how strongly these
parameters influence model output. For a given model
neuron, the normalized sensitivity coefficient ('sensitiv-
ity') of its output to a particular parameter describes the
percentage change in its output for a one percent increase
in that parameter. The sensitivity magnitude indicates
how much the measured output changes under the pertur-
bation, while its sign indicates whether the output
increases or decreases. One such sensitivity can be com-
puted to each parameter; its sign and magnitude may vary
for models represented by different points in a space
defined by morphologic, active membrane, and passive
cable parameters.
We perform this sensitivity analysis on a compartmental
model comprising a soma and cylindrical active dendrite,
with output measured by firing rates under current injec-
tions and by firing rate gain. Across the parameter space,
sensitivity of these output variables to perturbations of
dendritic length, diameter and surface area was compared
with sensitivity to active and passive conductance param-
eters. For spontaneous firing rate, sensitivity increased
most with increasing levels of persistent sodium and A-
type potassium conductance, whereas for gain, sensitivity
increased most as high-threshold calcium conductance
decreased. Particularly in regions of space with slow cal-
cium removal from the cytoplasm in the model cells, sen-
sitivities of firing rates and gain to dendritic diameter and
surface area were greater than to almost all active parame-
ters.
The sensitivity analysis was extended to a model neuron
from the precerebellar nucleus Area II of goldfish. Area II
neurons are necessary for eye velocity storage, a mecha-
nism that displays persistent activity after extinguishing
visual or vestibular stimuli. Parameter optimization iden-
tified sets of active and passive model parameters consist-
ent with Area II electrophysiology for a morphology
obtained in vivo and traced in 3D. Sensitivities to pertur-
bations of dendritic length, diameter and surface area
were compared with those of active and passive parame-
ters. These data indicate that, as in the simple model, there
are regions of parameter space where dendritic morphol-
ogy influences firing rate and gain more strongly than
active conductances or passive cable parameters.
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